Faster training using fusion of activation functions for feed forward neural networks.
Multilayer feed-forward neural networks are widely used based on minimization of an error function. Back propagation (BP) is a famous training method used in the multilayer networks but it often suffers from the drawback of slow convergence. To make the learning faster, we propose 'Fusion of Activation Functions' (FAF) in which different conventional activation functions (AFs) are combined to compute final activation. This has not been studied extensively yet. One of the sub goals of the paper is to check the role of linear AFs in combination. We investigate whether FAF can enable the learning to be faster. Validity of the proposed method is examined by performing simulations on challenging nine real benchmark classification and time series prediction problems. The FAF has been applied to 2-bit, 3-bit and 4-bit parity, the breast cancer, Diabetes, Heart disease, Iris, wine, Glass and Soybean classification problems. The algorithm is also tested with Mackey-Glass chaotic time series prediction problem. The algorithm is shown to work better than other AFs used independently in BP such as sigmoid (SIG), arctangent (ATAN), logarithmic (LOG).